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Frontispiece 
1. A four-chariot race on a beaker from Colchester. photographed with a perimeter camera 

2. A crude barbotine figure of a smith god at an anvil. on a vessel found near Chatteris. Cambs 
3. Fragment of an indented beaker from Great Chesterford; probably the same vessel as Fig 59 

4. Part of an indented beaker depicting Mercury; found at Wantage 
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Deities and religious scenes on Romano-British pottery 

Graham Webster 

Foreword 

If this paper had been given a dedication, it would have 
been to Jocelyn Toynbee in recognition of her great 
contribution to the study of Romano-British art and 
religion. She was a staunch friend and guide to many, 
and she began the trail which has been followed here, 
with her extensive section on the Art of the Potter in 
Roman Britain, in her magisterial Art in Britain under 
the Romans (1964, 399-418). My own fascination with 
British figured pottery began when I became acquainted 
with the riches of the Peterborough Museum, when I was 
an articled pupil to the City engineer in 1932-35. But it 
was not until the construction of a dual carriageway to 
the Al in the Water Newton area that it was possible to 
organise excavations to find pottery kilns, with the help 
of the Magnetometer, used here for the fIrst time for 
archaeological prospecting. Kilns were found, and a large 
quantity of pottery was recovered from pits, b~t strangely, 
there was very little of the figured wares. Fmally I felt 
the need to give this subject the close scrutiny it has so 
long deserved since the days of E. T. Artis and C. Ro.ach 
Smith. The results below would not have been possIble 
without a great deal of help and encouragement from 
many colleagues; some of whom have willingly allowed 
me to publish their pottery fInds in advance of their own 
reports. This shows a very generous spirit in our pottery 
circle. I am especially grateful to Martin Howe of the 
Peterborough Museum, for his unstinting help, and for 
allowing me full access to the remarkable collection 
under his care. Curators and staff of the museums have 
also been extremely helpful; these include Miss Mary 
Cra'ster of the Downing Street Museum, Cambridge; 
Stephen Greep of the Verulamium Museum; Dr Paul 
Robinson, Curator of the Devizes Museum; Dr Tim Potter 
and Catherine J ohns of the British Museum; David 
Brown at the Ashmolean, Oxford; the Curator of the 
Maidstone Museum for the loan of the Aylesford sherds, 
and to Alec Detsicas for fInding them for me; to Dr 
Christopher Young and Tony Musty for obtaining the 
Richborough sherds for me to examine and draw. 

To excavators a special debt is owed, as I have been 
able to see and draw the pottery, in some cases actually 
on the site. These include David Neal at Stanwick, 
Northants., and his pottery assistant, Yvonne Parminter; 
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Professor Bill Manning at Verulamium; Brian Dix and 
his assistant Liz MacRobert of the Northamptonshire 
County Unit for the rich material from Ashton and 
Bannaventa in their county. To Robin Symonds of the 
Colchester Unit for giving me copies of their drawings 
and allowing me to use them; to Maggi Darling for 
drawing my attention to the pottery from the Lincoln 
excavations and sending me drawings which I have 
gratefully ~sed. To David Gurney of the Norfolk Unit 
for sending me the sherds from Maxey, and to Dr Stanley 
West, and Miss Judith Plouviez and the Suffolk County 
Council for showing me the extraordinary vessel from 
Lackford, and allowing me to publish their drawing. 

Finally to Dr Martin Henig and Professor John 
Boardman who have helped me with the identification 
of the classical figures, and for references to comparative 
material. Rob Perrin saw the draft through editing. He 
was assisted by Chris Going, who kindly typed the paper. 

Introduction 

Highly decorated vessels with scenes involving human 
figures are known from a number of sites .in the 
Rhineland, Holland and Belgium. They are descnbed as 
Planetenvasen (Loeschcke 1915, No. 1), and Gotterviisen 
(KrUger 1926, 1-17). The former have busts, in heavy 
relief, of classical deities, but in a barbarized form. 
Copies of Trier vessels, common in Gaul, and the 
Rhineland, were made at Bavai (Amand 1970 and 1984), 
and these are even more barbarized, with the male deities 
being ferociously bearded. Other scenes from this factory 
include snakes, other animals, and in one case, a ladder. 
This may indicate that they were associated with the cult 
of Sabazios (Manning 1966, 60-9). 

Apparently none of these vessels were exported to 
Roman Britain, and there seems to have been no attempt 
by Romano-British potters to copy them specifically apart 
from a few vessels with snakes, including one on a face 
pot from Old Penrith (Braithwaite 1984, Fi~. ~,9).l There 
are, however, definite links between Bntam and the 
Continent with regard to the more simple scenes contain
ing dogs, hares and deer. It is diffIcult to prove whet~er 
there was any migration of potters. Recent studIes 
(Anderson et aI1982), have shown that a large proportion 
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of the Antonine Hunt-Cups found on British Sites were 
imported.2 

There has been little concentrated study of the similar 
vessels made in Romano-British potteries, apart from the 
important work on face and head pots by Gillian 
Braithwaite (1984). In general the Romano-British ves
sels are technically inferior to, and have less detailed 
decoration than, their continental counterparts. The sub
ject matter is no less fascinating however, and in some 
rspects it is more interesting. The purpose of this paper 
is to show the variety of motifs that do occur, to provide 
a simple classification of the main types of scene, and 
to give some insight into the beliefs that inspired them. 

The main themes are the hunt and other events associ
ated with the arena, seasonal rituals, also celtic and 
classicial deities and various miscellaneous categories. 
Some of these overlap, and make certain classification 
difficult. It is hoped that the additional finds will help to 
solve some of the unknowns, and expand the range given 
in this survey. 

The hunt and the venationes 

The hunt was, in primitive societies, a basic matter of 
life and death, since early man depended on the animals 
for food and without them the tribe or kin-group perished. 
It had long-established ritual and mythological connec
tions with Orion, Actaeon and Attis (Fontenrose 1981). 
The palaeolithic cave paintings vividly demonstrate the 
practice of magic, closely linking the hunter with the 
hunted; the men donned skins to ensure a close approach 
to their prey for the effective use of their short-range 
projectiles. From this close link developed what has 
become known as totemism (Frazer 1910), by which the 
kin-groups became 'blood brothers' with the creatures 
on which they were dependent for food. The food 
supported existing and new life and this continuity was 
the basis of the concept of the hunt as a symbol of the 
birth-death-regeneration cycle, which was the core of all 
primitive beliefs. 

In Roman times scenes relating to the hunt were part 
of public acts of worship (see below), held in 
amphitheatres, at appropriate seasons of the year, or on 
important anniversaries. They had therefore to be large 
enough to accommodate a considerable proportion of the 
local community. The religious ceremonies took place 
first with meticulous care for detail, invariably associated 
with sacrifices using animals fitting the occasion. Only 
when the rituals had been satisfactorily performed would 
the assembly indulge in entertainment, in the form of 
gladiatorial combat and venationes. In Rome these were 
on a lavish scale to court favour with the proletariat, with 
the vast slaughter of creatures of all kinds. Underlying 
this was the same basic deep-seated theme of the 
regeneration of life through death, and which remained 
in the collective subconscious of the spectators. 

The hunt-cup continued the tradition in Roman times, 
fortified by its use as a drinking vessel, since there was 
also a belief that blood-coloured wine was a symbol of 
the life-force, ritualised in the cults of Dionysus (Otto 
1933), and his Roman equivalent, Bacchus. 

The hunt-cups normally depict stags, deer and hares 
being pursued by dogs, sometimes accompanied by 
bestiarii and their assistants (Milne 1985, 114-5, Fig. 
66; Anderson 1984, 31-2 and 147-51, PI. 14). The 
inclusion of these men associates the scenes with the 
amphitheatre, and the venationes, or enactments of hunt 
scenes, rather than the open chase. There were consider
able variations in the scenes, and in many examples there 
are no venatores. 

The Colchester vase (Fig 3, 6; Hull 1963, Fig. 51,3; 
Roach Smith 1857, PI. XXI), depicts a bestiarius and his 
assistant with an animal which could be intended for a 
bear. The bestiarus holds a whip in his right hand and 
his left forearm is protected by a sleeve-buckler; he has 
the usual leather bands coiled round the legs for pro
tection and similar ones round his middle, while his 
assistant wears only a loin-cloth and carries a stick in 
each hand. 

There is little doubt as to the sources for the equipment 
of these venatores as the British potters copied the figures 
from late samian applique vessels, but in the process 
confused the hunters with the gladiators. On samian, the 
venatores are shown naked or in short tunics with no 
protection (Dechelette 1904, 102-4, Nos. 623-35), except 
for the long spear or a whip (ibid., 222, No. 98). There 
is an exception, however, with a figure described as a 
paegniarius (Friedlander 1913, iv, 179), a rare term, 
probably referring to someone engaged in mock fights. 
The left arm of this man (Fig. 1, 7) is protected by a 
sleeve-buckler, peculiar to the venatores (see below), and 
he also has extra thick protection for his right leg and 
thigh; he holds in his right hand what appears to be a 
hooked stick, or it may be a whip. The gladiator's left 
arm is protected by his shield and the right has binding 
for the full length (Dechelette 1904, Nos. 93-97); his 
other equipment includes a broad studded belt and tights 
decorated with fringes and studs in circles. The word 
used by Dechelette is sUbligaculum,3 but translated as 
'tights', as worn by aerobats; apart from the decoration 
they have the appearance of modern mens' Y-fronts. The 
subligaculum (Bowman and Thomas 1983, 133-4) was 
given by the British potters to the venatores, and the best 
examples are from the Nene Valley. A man on one 
example (Fig. 1,8; Roach-Smith 1857, PI. XXII; Perring 
1977, Fig. 1O.6b) carries a long hunting spear and wears 
a tight short-sleeved decorated tunic with fringes, though 
his arms and legs appear to be bare. Another figure 
(perring 1977, Fig. 1O.6c), appears to have a sleeve
buckler on his left arm and holds a whip in his right 
hand and faces an animal with a large snout, like a wolf, 
and a smaller figure has a buckler and a binding on the 
lower part of his left leg (Roach-Smith 1857, PI. XXIV). 
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A variation appears on a large vessel in the Peterborough 
Museum (Fig. I, 11; Webster 1959, 92, PI. XXIII), 
depicting a bestiarius with a sleeve-buckler, a whip, and 
the usual cross-braces on the body and leg-protection tied 
with ribbons, long streamers of which stand out stiffly 
from the body. Both are crudely rendered. He wears a 
gladiator's helmet with a pierced visor. The scene in
cludes two columns, one of which has a ribbon or garland 
around it.4 On the other side of the vessel there is a 
female acrobat. A similar figure is described by Dechel
ette (1904 281, No. 95) as a secutor (Fig. I, 10). The 
gladiator's left arm is protected by his shield and the right 
has binding for the full length (ibid., Nos 93-97). His 
other equipment includes a broad studded belt and tights, 
with fringes and studs in circles. 

The loose ends of the strips or ribbons tying the leg 
protection also appear on another equally large vessel in 
the Peterborough Museum, a fragment of which survives. 
Yet another variation is seen on a figure from Ban
naventa, where the bestiarius, identified by part of his 
whip, has a small round shield instead of a sleeve-buckler 
(Fig. I, 9). A sherd in the Peterborough Museum has 
only a pair of legs but both have greaves. Whether this 
is a gladiator or one of the venatores is impossible to 
know, the same is true of a figure from the Gilberds 
School excavation, Colchester (Fig. I, 125). An extremely 
crude example of venatores occurs on a large grey jar 
froI'1 <I gravel extraction site at Chadwell St Mary, Essex 
(F'\,rrar 1971, 327-9, Fig. 7). The figures have been 
scntch(\ 1 on the shoulder of the vessel below a cordon 
ulder the '"im. Two of them have the typical cross-bracing 
0 ''': the chest and appear to be wearing flat -fronted 
hd "'1ets , copied from gladiators on late samian flasks 
(DCcheleu~ 1904, 220-1, Figs. 94-5). But it is more 
probable that the potter copied the venatores or gladiators 
un Colchester vessels. 

!\. small ~1wl with a lid from Colchester, shows a man 
if' a loi'1-cloth and a long spear, and there are four 
animals: q stag, a bear, a hare and an exotic lion. Lions 
also apr~ar of sherds from the Nene Valley and 
Richborough (perring 1977, Fig. 10.7; Bushe-Fox 1928, 
pt XXXV). It seems strange that there are no boars on 
these vessels, considering the popularity of this animal 
wiih tf,e Celts and the fact that it was hunted in Britain 
at that time.6 

A large animal on a Colchester vessel (Hull 1963, Fig. 
53., 9), possibly a boar, in what may be a woodland scene 
'wOo h oak trees shown by the acorns. All these scenes 
:;c Id have been enacted in the venationes, although 
exotic anImals like lions were probably very expensive, 
and care had to be taken to prevent them being harmed 
in the dangerous play-acting of the venatores. A scene 
on a beaker, possibly of Romano-British origin, found 
in Belgium shows a man with a net, which would have 
been essential equipment in handling wild animals 
(Werner et al, 1982, Figs. 7-8). 

A strange feature is the inclusion of dolphins which 
cannot have any association with the venationes. They 
are a particular feature of the Nene Valley potters who 
produced creatures of great beauty and elegance (Fig. 2, 
13-14; Artis 1828, pI. XXX, Nos 1-2). One of poorer 
quality has been found in Lincoln.? Dolphins have a role 
with other water elements in the escorting of the souls 
across the seas to the Isles of the Blessed, and are thus 
symbols of death and regeneration, and as such, appear 
on tombstones and sarcophagi (Toynbee 1973, 207-8). 
They appear in another role in the circus where sets of 
large model eggs and dolphins were used to show the 
number of laps run (Humphreys 1986, 260-5). The 
symbolism of this arrangement at the start and end of the 
race has been discussed by J. J. Bachofen (1967, 31-98). 

The egg was an obvious symbol of new life and the 
dolphins of death and regeneration. A stag and a dolphin 
with a remarkably long tail are on a Colchester vessel 
(Hull 1963, Fig. 97.1; Fig. 53, 3), and a possible dolphin 
with a triple tail are on a sherd from Grandford (potter 
and Potter 1982, Fig. 38, 293). The most remarkable of 
all the dolphin scenes is not on a sherd but on what has 
been described as a 'terra-cotta plaque' found in 
Colchester in the 19th century, but since lost. It is only 
known from a drawing of c. 1870 and was published by 
Professor J.M.C. Toynbee (1955,16-17, Fig. 1). It shows 
a well-accoutred gladiator with a square shield and a 
sword, and the foot of another, retreating rapidly from 
an angry dolphin emerging from the waves and showing 
its teeth. Above the scene is an ivy-leaf scroll. This is 
very difficult to interpret and Hull's suggestion that it 
was a potter's mould would appear to be nullified by the 
inclusion of the scroll; and, in any case, moulds were 
made for individual creatures and not large scenes. It was 
probably a fragment of a large vessel with a gladiator 
and a dolphin unconnected with each other, but a fanciful 
artist has turned it into a comic scene.9 

Some of the venatio scenes depict animals which are 
difficult to identify. This applies to two fragments from 
Colchester on which two quadrupeds are covered with 
applied spots, which M. R. Hull suggested was meant to 
indicate fur (Hull 1963, 96, Fig. 51, 4-5). Their heads 
are very peculiar and their eyes are like Catherine wheels 
and they have long, curly tails. Of another animal with 
similar treatment of the skin only the rump survives, but 
it has a thick, stumpy tail, also covered with spots (ibid, 
Fig. 53, 7). 

A remarkable scene on a Nene Valley vessel in 
Peterborough Museum (Webster 1959, 94, PI. XXIV), 
depicts a female leaping over two animals, one of which 
has a long, spotted neck and may be intended for a 
leopard (Fig. 2, 27). It would appear, however, somewhat 
surprising that such exotic and expensive animals would 
have been brought to Britain. Yet another weird creature 
is a large bird, also covered with spots, which this time 
must indicate feathers; unfortunately, the head is missing 
(Hull 1963, 93, Fig. 53, 2). Birds are not very common 
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and the only other examples recorded are from Colchester 
(ibid, Fig. 53, 11) and Grandford (potter and Potter 1982, 
Fig. 38. 290), where a bird is about to land or take off; 
the large wings are flapping but the legs are still out
stretched It has a strange, slightly hooked beak and may 
be intended for a hawk, which in Irish legend was a 
malevolent bird symbolising death (Ross 1967, 266), an 
appropriate symbol-image for a venatio. 

The circus 

The circus with its chariot racing originated as another 
religious ritual, since it was derived from the funeral 
games of ancient Greece. It became a highly popular 
sport and accumulated political overtones which led to 
riots in the later Eastern Empire. Although circus scenes 
occur on Rhineland glass beakers, they are quite rare on 
pottery (Roach-Smith 1854, 21, Fig. 71; Hull 1963, Fig. 
23, 10, 12), as are gladiatorial scenes (Hull 1963, Fig. 
51, 3), although there is a mould of a gladiator (Hull 
1963, 91, Fig. 50, 2 and Fig. 52, 4). A reason for this 
may be that there were few circus arenas in Britain, where 
the only archaeological evidence consists of a small 
sculptured relief from Lincoln (Richmond 1947, 54, PI. 
7a; Toynbee 1962, 159-60, PI. 88, 86), and a graffito 
from the Chedworth templebezirk (Webster 1983, 18, 
Fig. 4, 7). Race tracks could have been laid out almost 
anywhere on flat ground, and would have left very little 
archaeological trace. 

The fullest description of an auriga (charioteer) is in 
Cagnat and Chapot (1920, 225, Fig. 471). He wore a 
rounded cap of leather with a metal band round the brim 
and into which a coloured plume could be inserted. The 
tunic reached the thighs and was covered with cross
lacing; it was very short sleeved, covering only the upper 
part of the arm, the rest of which had close-fitting sleeves 
which presumably belonged to the under-garment His 
legs and thighs were protected by leather leggings and 
he carried a short whip. The material covering the arms 
was dyed the colour of his faction. The representations, 
however, on British vessels show great variations in the 
standard equipment. The best example is from Colchester 
which shows a race in process with four quadrigae 
(chariots: Frontispiece 1 and Fig. 1, 1; Walters 1908, PI. 
XVI, 2479; Humphreys 1986,437, Fig. 204). The scene 
may have been based on those on the glass beakers, a 
complete example of which, now in the British Museum, 
was found at Colchester (Humphreys 1986, 140, Fig. 
92b), but these are rather formally organised and lack 
detail, whereas the barbotine figures are more lively and 
show details of equipment. The aurigae are wearing 
strange head-pieces which fit tightly on the head but leave 
the face open, except for a metal chin-guard which 
continues round the back, and attached to it is another 
metal frame which encloses the face. It appears to be a 
kind of rudimentary crash-helmet and bears a resem-

blance to that worn by a gladiator on a late sarnian flask 
(Dechelette 1904,220, No. 44). The arms, legs and thighs 
and up to the waist are covered with leather cords; 
presumably stitched to the garment, and he holds a 
double-thonged whip. Only the outline frame of his 
quadriga is shown and a single wheel. One of the aurigae 
is leaning forward, his body resting on the front of his 
vehicle. A sherd from London, also now in the British 
Museum, shows an auriga standing on his quadriga with 
three of the horses on the broken edge (Roach Smith 
1854, No. 7110). Other fragments are knowri from 
Colchester (Hull 1963, Fig. 53, 12), including part of a 
quadriga (Fig. 1, 2-311), also, there is the extraordinary 
phallic race scene in the Cambridge Downing St Museum 
(Fig. 2, 16; see below). 

Another arena sport was boxing (pugilatus). The 
pugiles fought naked with a loin cloth and usually the 
hands were bound with the caestus which consisted of 
leather thongs wrapped round the knuckles and some
times studded with iron studs. They are rare on barbotine 
beakers, but two examples are known from the Nene 
Valley. One found at Bannaventa (Fig. 1, 4) shows a 
boxer in a typical stance, with his fists clenched, and a 
faint indication of a caestus on each. Only the legs of his 
opponent survive. The pugilus on the other, from Water 
Newton (Artis 1928, PI. XXX), wears a studded belt tied 
with thongs which have long loose ends. He seems to 
have delivered a right 'upper cut' (Fig. 1, 5). 

Another Nene Valley sherd, listed above, is more 
difficult to interpret. It shows a female leaping over the 
backs of two animals, one of which may have been 
intended, from its applied spots, as a leopard (Fig. 2, 
27). The introduction of an acrobat is reminiscent of the 
modem circus and may have been part of the entertain
ment; the scene could be related to bull-leaping scenes 
of seasonal rituals. 

Scenes of seasonal rituals 

By far the most interesting and exciting features appear
ing on the pottery are those which seem to be depicting 
other types of scene or activity. Some are clearly varia
tions on the venationes of the amphitheatre and should 
be interpreted in this way. The precise nature and mean
ing of most of these is uncertain owing to the almost total 
absence of any contemporary literature. It is, however, 
very clear that whatever is happening most probably is a 
continuation of ancient seasonal practices. 

The earlier primitive rituals took many forms, very 
often dancing to rhythmic drum-beats or various kinds 
of games which could involve ancient boundaries, and 
disputes between groups as in Shrove Tuesday football 
(Hole 1976, 181-3,12), which still survives in Britain in 
a more decorous form. Other forms of ritual included 
cock-fighting and bull and bear-baiting. Letting a young 
bull loose and baiting it with dogs survived in Britain 
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until the early 19th century, and the last occasion was at 
Stamford, Lincolnshire, where a troop of Yeomanry was 
found necessary to suppress it. For the maintenance of 
public order it became the practice under Rome to confine 
such activities to the arenae. It follows that the Celtic 
festivals with all their appropriate ritual would be enacted 
there. It was not necessary to build a large and expensive 
amphitheatre; the one at Caerwent in the NW part of the 
town consists of an oval structure 44 by 37m and was a 
late construction (Ashby et al 1904, 104). Its function is 
uncertain and it has even been suggested as a livestock 
market. Another amphitheatre was found at Viroconium 
by Bushe-Fox (1916, 20-1), who thought it may have 
been used for 'games, bull-baiting, etc'. This may be a 
correct interpretation but it could also have been associ
ated with the tempelbezirk fronting the main north-south 
street (Webster 1975,62). 

Festivals in the Roman calendar, known as the Fasti, 
were commemorated in public in amphitheatres. These 
were gatherings and processions of notables with ancient 
prayer and sacred formulas followed by appropriate 
sacrifices. They were described in great poetic detail in 
Ovid's great work, the Fasti, which, unfortunately, only 
covered half the year from January to the last day of July 
(Frazer 1929). It has been the basis for two chief modern 
studies (Warde Fowler 1899; Scullard 1981). The Roman 
festivals were based on the annual procession of the 
equinoxes and solstices, as were all other early festivals. 
The Celts had much the same pattern, so that there was 
no difficulty in integrating the two Calendars and, in any 
case, the Romans did not interfere with the local customs 
and accepted the presence of Celtic deities in toto, often 
with the union of two deities with similar functions, as 
with Sulis Minerva and Lenus Mars, or with the addition 
of Celtic epithets to classical deities, as with Mars 
Rigisamus ('the most kingly': RIB 187), and Apollo 
Anextiomaro ('the great protector': EE, vii, 349 no 1162). 

The perpetuation of seasonal rituals is a constant theme 
in all early societies; a simplistic view could be that no 
changes or discontinuity could be allowed since it would 
incur the wrath of the gods. But the feelings were much 
deeper than this for the shared emotions of the whole 
community were brought to the surface in the enacting 
of the rituals (James 1933, 3-4; Malinowski 1926, 23), 
which gave expression to the deepest religious feelings 
and provided an accepted outlet for the pent-up desires 
and tensions of the community. Deep emotional tensions 
of communities can be released by an accepted period 
of licence, when individuals can cast off all restraint and 
gratify their appetites, as so aptly depicted in the paint
ings of BreugheI. This release was usually accompanied 
by much bawdy humour and behaviour, when 'betters' 
were remorselessly aped. This is well seen especially in 
the Roman Saturnalia, but it must have extended to other 
seasonal festivals and is a universal phenomenon. It is, 
therefore, hardly surprising to find scenes on the vessels 
which appear to illustrate crude humour, buffoonery, and 

satire. There are two possible examples: one, described 
below, from Colchester, shows cucullati being chased in 
a venatio scene. (Fig. 3, 17). The other one is on a sherd 
from the 1958 excavations on the Al near Water Newton. 
There are two sherds from this small vessel, on one may 
be the rear end of a stag, and on the other (Fig. 2, 22) 
is a small figure with a long tail riding a horse, and 
holding in its long-fingered hand a staff with an open 
circular feature at the top. The shape of the body, the tail, 
thin arm and prehensile fingers suggest it is probably 
intended to represent a monkey. The head, however, is 
too large and it seems possible from the shape that the 
creature is wearing a helmet with a crest. The comic 
element would have been much enhanced if seen as a 
crude imitation of a Roman cavalry standard bearer, for 
the object on the staff is the basic shape of an imago. If 
this is what was intended, the ridicule would have bitten 
deep, but been accepted at a time of licenced revelry. 
The Bacchic scenes may also have been a part of this 
revelry since this secret cult was practiced by small 
groups of the wealthy elite (see below). 

Similar activities continued into the Middle Ages in 
the New Year festival known as the Feast of Fools and 
St Nicholas Day on December 6th, when a Boy-Bishop 
was elected and a mock-mass celebrated. Edward I took 
part in one in 1299, when ribald songs were sung at the 
altar and a feast of cakes and sausages eaten and old 
books burnt instead of incense (James 1933, 293). In 
France the F estum Asinorum was held and an ass led into 
the church in the singing of the kyrie in the Mass, all 
brayed like an ass and revelry continued into the night 
(Brand 1849, 421ff; Wright 1875, 207-13). Such prac
tices continued up to the Reformation, although con
demned from time to time by Church leaders and 

. monarchs, including Henry VIII. 
On critical examination, most of the scenes proved to 

be so fragmentary and enigmatic that interpretation be
comes a matter of inspired guess-work. The best and 
most complete scenes are from Colchester and these were 
pieced together and drawn with great skill by Mark 
Reginald Hull. One (Hull 1963, Fig. 53, 9), is the upper 
part of a frieze with a woodland scene in which there are 
three men in animal and bird masks, one with a long 
beak and another with antlers, but dressed with the typical 
cross-braced staps of the bestiarius (Fig. 3, 23). There is 
also the head of a smaller figure and what appears to be 
a bone in his hair, a practice still found in primitive 
societies today, one man is holding branches in each 
hand and another the hooked stick (lagobolon) used for 
hunting hares (Henig 1974, 30, PI. VI, 184). These 
figures are reminiscent of some of those in palaeolithic 
cave paintings, in which the men were dressed in animal 
skins to enable them to approach their quarry near enough 
to use their short-range weapons effectively. Seasonal 
ritual dances survived in Britain into the 17th century, 
when most of our Pagan ceremonies were prohibited by 
the Puritan Government. Today, only the Abbots 
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Bromley horn dance remains, and this must be a survival 
from the remote past (Alford 1933; Hole 1976, 103-5), 
although hunting was still a sport and food provider in 
Roman times and later. 

Another Colchester scene (Fig. 3, 17), is more difficult 
to understand, except that it could be a hunt scene with 
a bestiarius holding a whip in his right hand and his left 
in a sleeve-buckler facing an animal which could be a 
bear, while behind him is a hare. The leg of another 
bestiarius is seen on the left with the vicious-looking 
head of an animal and there are also the long legs of a 
stag. Accompanying the venatores and animals are four 
children or dwarves dressed as cucullati, two of which 
are moving horizontally and being chased by an assistant 
to the bestiarius clothed only in a loin cloth and holding 
a stick. It seems doubtful if these little creatures have any 
religious significance and Professor Toynbee suggests 
that they may have been introduced to provide a comic 
element, like the later clowns (Toynbee 1962, 191). This 
element might have been heightened by the use of the 
cucullus for clothing infants as shown on one of the 
reliefs of the Deae Matres at Cirencester, in which the 
central goddess has an infant in her arms (Toynbee 1964, 
172, pI XLlIIa). There are some strange features on the 
two sherds from Grandford, Cambs (potter and Potter 
1982, Fig. 38). One, (ibid, No. 296), appears from the 
shape of the leg to be a human figure bending down with 
an arm and hand holding a stick or whip; this assumes 
that the curve on his left hand is the end of a hooked stick 
held by a figure to the left, and not a tail. The more 
interesting piece from a large vessel is No. 289 (Fig. 2, 
24), which shows two men holding a small animal, 
probably a boar, above their heads. This would be quite 
impossible with any creature, dead or alive, but a solution 
to this problem is that they are carrying wood effigies 
of animals as votive offerings. Actual examples of such 
effigies have been found in waterlogged deposits at the 
source of the Seine (Deyte 1983), and in Germany 
(planck 1985, 341-53), and many more are likely to be 
found in similar conditions. Furthermore, there is a 
similar scene on the Gundestrup cauldron (Klindt-Jensen 
1961), on which two small effigies of boars are being 
held up in the same manner, and the deity depicted here 
is also in turn holding up two men (Fig. 2, 25), so it 
seems possible that they too are wood effigies similar to 
those from the Seine deposit. 

A fragment of a vessel in the Peterborough Museum 
would appear to depict a similar scene (Fig. 2, 26). It is 
a small fragment which has been in a flre and is burnt 
black. At the top is a lower half of a horse and rider and 
the remainder of the sherd shows two flgures moving 
vigorously to the right and carrying a rectangular object 
with a curved top. The head of the man on the right is 
on the edge of the sherd, but another head on the left 
side would appear to be that of a third figure. The head 
of the man in the centre is hidden behind the object he 
is helping to carry, but projecting from his elbow is a 

large head on its side with a helmet which has a knob 
on the top. This was probably part of the object which 
was being carried and a possible explanation is that it is 
an effigy of a warrior deity with a shield. 

Celtic craftsmen were more accustomed to work on 
wood than stone and the craft of the mason was only 
introduced into the North West Provinces by Rome. Thus 
in the Celtic lands in pre-Roman times all sculptural 
representations would have been in wood and the losses 
from the inevitable decay of this material have been so 
severe, that it requires a great effort in imagination to 
picture the Celtic religious rituals and monuments from 
the very few examples which have survived by happy 
chance. 

Phallic Vessels 

A feature which occurs with some frequency is the 
phallus, the potent life-force symbol widely found on 
buildings to ward off evil influences, and worn by 
individuals in the form of amulets. Some vessels were 
simply covered with phalli, like those from Colchester 
(Hull 1963, Fig. 54.2; Annual Report 1944, PI. VII, 2), 
in Wisbech Museum (Fig. 2, 19), Lincoln (Fig. 2, 2013), 

and Verulamium (Fig. 2, 21 14). The phallus is sometimes 
given wings and legs as on another Colchester sherd (Fig. 
2, 18; Hull 1963, Fig 53, 115), while other small sherds 
are clearly part of representations of the organ (ibid., 
Fig. 54, 6-11) More explict scenes are found on the 
vessels from Horsey Toll in the Peterborough Museum 
and Great Chesterford at Cambridge. 

The Horsey Toll vessel (Fig. 3, 15; Howe et al 1980, 
Fig. 3; Johns 1982, flg. 8016) shows a nude female 
leaning forward with a phallus in her left hand and with 
her right hand pointing to the appropriate organ for the 
benefit of the advancing male, but, alas, too late. This 
surely indicates that there was a strong element of 
humour and licence in some of these scenes. Another 
scene, which, without doubt, is meant to be humorous, 
is on a vessel from Great Chesterford in the Cambridge 
Museum (Johns 1982, fig. 7817), and includes four nude 
women as aurigae driving chariots of four phalli, instead 
of horses (Fig. 2, 16). They are all linked with reins in 
the driver's left hand and she holds a short whip in her 
right hand; only the lowest of the four phalli has been 
provided with legs, there being no space to show these 
features on the others. In addition there is another 
intercourse scene with the man and woman both standing. 
Other phalli cover the vacant spaces on the vessel and 
in appropriate places against the females. The vessel is 
in a cream ware and covered with a very dark brown 
colour-coat; an interesting feature is the use of a white 
slip to pick out the details such as the hair and some of 
the phalli, but apparently selected at random. This over
effusive display of the life-force, reinforced by an inva
sion into the circus world, has given great potency to the 
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vessel which may even have been placed in a domestic 
shrine as in a case of impotency or barrenness. These 
vessels do not appear to be so common as the normal 
drinking beakers with hunt-scenes. 

Deities 

1. Celtic 

It is interesting that while Celtic female deities are 
well-attested in inscriptions; in reliefs, and as pipeclay 
figurines they are almost absent from pottery. It may be 
that the drinking beakers were regarded as a male 
preserve and that this dictated the choice. The only one 
so far recognised is Epona, the goddess of the horse, 
itself a symbol of fecundity. She appears on a sherd from 
Ashton (Fig. 4, 3018), and is barely identifiable, but there 
is no mistaking the heads of the two foals on either side 
of the goddess. An unprovenanced bronze figure from 
Wiltshire has the same pose (Alcock 1963, 119-21, PI. 
19c; Toynbee 1964, 103). 

The only other Celtic deities which appear, apart from 
the Smith-god, are the cucullati, small, hooded spirits 
which appear in threes. The cloak or cucullus they wear 
was the garment for infants, so they represent youth, and 
its peaked shape is strongly phallic which makes it a 
symbol of the life-force. The classicial equivalent was 
Telesphoros, the young companion of the aged Asklepios, 
the healer. A bronze statuette of Telesphoros has been 
recorded, the upper part of which can be detatched to 
reveal a phallos (Wroth 1982, 297), which confirms the 
link with the life-force. The relationship with Asklepios 
is explained by Jane Harrison as the former representing 
the dying year and the latter the New Year (Harrison 
1977, 383). 

2. Classical 

Mercury 
Undoubtedly one of the most common of the gods on the 
British vessels was Mercury, and according to Caesar19, 

he was the most favoured in GauI. The appeal of Mercury 
was that, not only was he the god of commerce and all 
financial transactions, but also he had a full purse from 
which suppliants might draw if they were fortunate 
enough to attract his attention. As a kind of 'jack-pot' 
deity he was very popular with gamblers and there were 
always many of them at all periods, and in all ranks of 
society. A large vessel in a cream fabric found in 1957 
at Durobrivae (Webster 1959, 92, PI. XXIV, F), had a 
cock and a goat, creatures closely associated with the 
god, en barbotine with deities picked out in red slip, and 
part of the name M(ER)CVRIO is incised and painted 
in red slip, but the part of the vessel depicting the figure 
of the god was not found. A crude figure with a caduceus 

is on a sherd from Lincoln (Fig. 4, 28a20), another from 
Ashton, Northants, (Fig. 4, 28b), and a third was found 
in Margaret Avenue, Cambridge and is the Downing St 
Museum (Fig. 4, 28c21). A face-pot from Lincoln, in the 
British Museum, has a painted inscription at the base -DO 
MIIROCVRIC (B. M. Guide 1951, 36, pt V, 24), which 
indicates that these peculiar vessels (Braithwaite 1984) 
had a religious function and were probably placed in 
domestic or wayside shrines for libations and flowers 
(Boon 1983, 33-5). A sherd from a coarse buff vessel at 
Leicester has a vigorous applique cock in high relief (Fig. 
4, 2922). The Nene valley kilns at Stibbington produced 
a pottery mould with a cock and a goat (JRS 48, 1958, 
139 and PI. XX, 3). Mercury also appears in the company 
of other classical deities as seen below. 

Mars 
Mars was a primitive Roman vegetation god, and much 
favoured in Britain as a protector against injury and 
disease. He is usually with other deities and this may be 
the case with a Nene Valley sherd illustrated by Roach 
Smith (1857, PI. XXIII). The god wears a large decorated 
and crested helmet and carries a large spear and an oval 
shield (Fig. 5, 37). A similar but much smaller fragment 
has been found at Verulamium, probably in the same 
stance (Fig. 5, 38b). There is another possible Mars with 
a decorated helmet and breast plate, also from 
Verulamium (Fig. 5, 38a23 ). Mars also appears on a 
pottery mould from London, now in the Museum of 
London (Fig. 5, 39; Forster and Knowles 1910, 226, PI. 
XIn· 

Romulus and Remus 
Unusual deities from Britain are the founders of Rome, 
Romulus and Remus. The twins are depicted on a vessel 
in the Peterborough Museum being suckled by the wolf, 
although only the lower part survives and legs of another 
figure appear on the left (Fig. 5, 40). This vessel is in a 
light red ware with a dark brown colour-coat. 

Attis 
Representations of this earlier deity clearly associated 
with Cybele take three forms: as the shepherd, the 
emasculant, and the hunter (Toynbee 1964,92-3, 166-7). 
They have been thought to be uncommon in Britain but 
Ralph Merrifield has suggested that there are more of 
Attis as a hunter god than hitherto appreciated and that 
some of those identified as Diana may be this youthful 
god (Merrifield 1986, 85-9224). Apart from the figure 
on the Verulamium beaker described below, a remarkable 
large beaker has been found at Lackford, Suffolk.25 The 
three sherds (Fig. 6,41), show two Attis hunters and the 
top of the legs of a third. One carries an eastern bow 
with arrow partly drawn and wearing a tunic with crosses 
similar to that on the Verulamium sherd (Fig. 5, 33). The 
second figure is carrying a small boar over his shoulder. 
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Attis, as a salvation god, evidently had a following in 
Britain in the late period. 

Bacchus 
The cult of Bacchus was widely followed and recognised 
in Britain, as Dr Valerie Hutchinson has demonstrated 
(Hutchinson 1986), with her list of over four hundred 
examples of Bacchic features in stone, mosaics, metal 
artefacts and pottery. The Cult was, however, only prac
ticed by small, probably wealthy, groups in secret. As in 
the case of other mystic cults, enough was known by a 
wide public for its attributions to have an apotropaic 
function. Individuals throughout all ages have used 
charms and amulets without fully understanding their 
original significance. It may not be so surprising to find 
elements on pottery and metalware; figures of Pan, satyrs 
and maenads are fairly common on samian. 

There is another aspect to consider, that in seasonal 
festivals a period of licence enabled acts of mockery in 
the form of bawdy humour to be performed in the arenas. 
This may account for the figure from Stanwick, 
Northants, listed below. There are seven and possibly 
eight Bacchic figures and attributes so far recognised on 
Romano-British vessels: 

1) Baldock (Stead and Rigby 1986,225, Fig 104,22-3). 
Two sherds of colour-coated barbotine ware probably 
from the same vessel, and from the Colchester 
manufactory. A dancing maenad holding a thrysus 
and tambourine in her left hand (Fig. 6, 42a). 

2) Baldock. A maenad with an elaborate coiffure (Fig. 
6, 42b), typical of such creatures, although more 
often the hair is bunched up on the top of the head, 
as on the Neptune dish in the Mildenhall treasure 
(Toynbee 1962, PI. 117). 

3) Water Newton (Durobrivae; Webster 1959, 94, PI. 
XXIV, lIB; Hutchinson 1986, 542). A Nene Valley 
sherd with a black colour-coat with a metallic-like 
sheen and white slip with yellow-brown details of a 
cone-tipped thrysus, a wreath, a tambourine and 
another unidentified object, resembling the top of the 
caduceus of Mercury (Fig. 6, 43). 

4) Stanwick, Northants.26 Fig. 6, 44. A satyr leaping 
forward with a long out-stretched arm, his long hair 
has been seized by the hand of a pursuer. 

5) Ashton, near Oundle, Northants.27 Fig. 6, 45a. A 
dancing maenad with her arms above her head, 
probably holding a veil, as on decorated samian 
(Dechelette 1904, 92, Nos 211-212). The head of a 
dancing maenad with her two hands held in the stiff 
dancing pose, typical of the East (Fig. 6, 45b). 

6) Wanborough, Wilts (Anderson 1978). Four moulded 
medallions on handled jars in an orange fabric with 
a brown-red colour-coat, identified by Dr Hutchinson 
(1986, 541). (Fig. 6, 46a, an amorous couple, prob
ably a maenad with satyr, or a nymph and faun; 
46b, a mask of Pan; 46c, a mask of Silenus with a 
bald pate, long beard, small eyes and thick lips; 46d, 
a very crude mask of Bacchus, crowned with ivy 
fronds). 

7) Provenance not known. A Nene Valley sherd (Fig. 
6,47; first published as Apollo (Webster 1979, ()28). 

Bacchus is seated in a chair, itself a symbol of 
authority (Salomonson 1955), as are a number of 
deities of samian, including Bacchus (Dechelette 
1904, 207). His left hand is open and held out, and 
above it is a bust of Sol and there is a trace of another 
bust on the other side of his head, presumably of 
Luna. 

These busts are commonly linked with the oriental 
cults such as Mithras and Dolichenus (Speidel 1978, 
25), and it signified the cosmic quality of the god 
with whom they can be associated (Will 1955). The 
identification is confirmed by the two wine-jars by 
the god's right leg, they are cruder but similar to 
those on late samian (Dcchelette 1904, 154, No. 
1079). 

8) On a sherd from a roll-rim bowl from Ashton, near 
Oundle, Northants29 in a creamy-grey ware with a 
black colour-coat is a bust of a panel delineated by 
rouletted lines and there is an indication on one edge 
of an indent, which may have been intended for a 
figure (Fig. 6, 47b). The full fleshy face and hair 
suggest Bacchus. 

Hercules 
The image projected by Hercules was that of a mighty 
hero succeeding in impossible tasks, destroying evil 
creatures with his enormous club or his bow and arrows 
or sling (Brommer 1986). He was thus a great protector 
and defender against those who feared harm, extortion 
or oppression, and against all the evils of everyday 
existence. He was 'Superman' personified, giving swift 
aid to the poor, the weak and the defenceless. But he 
was far more than this. There was a nightmarish quality 
about some of his Labours. Faced with the many-headed 
Hydra, he cut off the heads, one by one, only for two 
more to grow immediately in their place, until with the 
help of his nephew, Iolaus, he attacked the main head in 
the centre of the body. Similarly, the Augean stables 
would fill up as soon as he started to dig into the ages-old 
accumulation of muck, so he diverted a river instead. 
These tasks are like monsters of the night which emerge 
when our subconscious greatly magnifies our petty wor-
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ries into major disasters. But Hercules represented even 
more, for did he not drag the three-headed Cerberus from 
the Gates of Hell? Ultimately consumed on a pyre he 
was carried to the celestial regions in a four-horse chariot 
to be turned into a god. It was this aspect of the 
Underworld which made him a regenerative or salvation 
hero.3o 

The British examples 
Hercules' Second Labour, the destruction of the Lernean 
Hydra, is depicted on a vessel found at Welney Fen, 
Norfolk (Phillips 1936,95, PI. III), although only one of 
the seven heads is on the surviving fragment (Fig. 4, 
32a). A small sherd from Balkerne Lane, Colchester, also 
depicts a head (Fig. 4, 32b31). The Third Labour was the 
capture of the wild Cerynitian Hind. This is shown on a 
very large vessel from Lincoln on which Hercules is 
leaping onto the animal's back (Fig. 4, 31.a32). On the 
same vessel is the arm of Jupiter holding the fulmen 
(lightning flash) aloft (Fig. 4, 31b) and two small sherds, 
one with the capital of a column (Fig. 4, 31d; Cf 
Dechelette 1904, 156, No. 1094), at an angle which may 
be a decorative division between deities, and on the other 
may be the hand of Mercury grasping his purse (Fig. 4, 
31c), although it is unusual for him to hold this up aloft, 
but this is a most exceptional vessel. The Sixth Labour 
was the slaying of the fierce, carnivorous Stymphalian 
birds resembling cranes or storks. This scene is depicted 
on a sherd from the recent excavations at Stanwick, 
????Northants (Fig. 5, 3433). Hercules is shown standing 
with a club in his right hand, resting on the ground. A 
peculiar feature is the thin shape of the club and the 
hilt-like projection, as if it was a sword. The lion skin is 
draped over his left arm. Hercules used a bow to slay the 
birds and this may be in his left hand. Two small 
crane-like birds appear behind him. He also appears with 
a bow on a beaker from Verulamium (Fig. 5, 33). 
Otherwise, only the lion skin with a very fine head 
survives. The other figures on the vessel are Attis the 
hunter, Mercury, and the foot of an unknown deity. 

Another task, but not one of the Twelve Labours, was 
the rescue of Hesione from the sea-monster to which the 
Trojan Kings were obliged to offer a virgin every year 
to appease the wrath of Apollo and Neptune. Hercules 
offered to deliver her at the cost of six fine horses and 
did so by slaying the monster with his club. Part of the 
scene is shown on a Nene Valley beaker illustrated by 
Roach Smith (Roach-Smith 1857, PI. XXIV; Fig. 5, 35). 
Hercules advances with his club raised and the skin of 
the Nemean lion is over his left arm. Hesione stands in 
the middle with her arms bound and weighted with 
chains. Unfortunately there is only a trace of the monster 
on the broken edge of the sherd. A small sherd from 
Verulamium includes only a leg but the unmistakeable 
lion's tail of the skin over his left arm (Fig. 5, 3634). 

Possible sources for Hercules available to Romano
British potters 
The quality of the British work varies considerably and 
it is quite clear that the potters copied each other to such 
an extent that the result in some cases was a very poor 
version of the original, as is the case with the Welney 
Fen sherd (Fig. 4, 32a; see above). The obvious source 
for the figure types would be thought to have been the 
samian workshops of Central Gaul, where Hercules cer
tainly appears to have been popular, but usually appears 
standing or seated rather than engaged on any of his 
Labours. 

Four Labours do occur on samian vessels, however, 
the First, the Second, the Fourth and the Eleventh.35 Of 
these only the Second is found on British vessels, and 
the depiction is distinctly different from that on the 
samian examples. 

The potters of the Rhineland also appear to have had 
a limited repertoire of figure types and the only Labour 
depicted is the First (Delost 1952, PI. 25, 5069 and PI. 
78, 5250). Larger and more detailed scenes are found on 
the large medallions on the jugs and flasks (Dechelette 
form 76), made in Central Gaul, and probably at Vienna 
(Wuilleumier and Audin 195236). These include the First 
(ibid, Nos. 161, 304), the Second (ibid, Nos. 11, 319), 
Third (ibid, No. 90), and Eleventh Labours (ibid, 156, 
No. 304). 

Sets of the Labours appear on coins from a number 
of mints in the East, especially in Thrace and Pontis 
(Jones 1986, 107-10), and the finest examples are on 
medallions (Cohen 1885, 1158-62), and bronze drachmas 
of Alexandria, minted under Antoninus Pius (Dattori 
1901, Tav. XV); it is, however, extremely unlikely that 
the potters of the Nene valley, or even Colchester, would 
see many of these eastern coins. Postumus also favoured 
Hercules and some of his Labours are on the reverse of 
his antoniniani37 , but they would have been too small to 
have been useful models for the potters. It is a matter of 
speculation as to how much silver plate existed in Britain, 
although of the few examples which have survived, like 
the Mildenhall Treasure, it seems possible that it was far 
more common in the houses of the wealthy than may 
have been appreciated. Some of this highly decorated 
plate was intended for display, rather than use (Toynbee 
and Painter 1986, 15), and this includes a very fine plate 
depicting Hercules' first Labour (ibid, PI. XVI, 35), and 
it seems likely that there would have been more like this. 

The Labours appeared on mosaic pavements although 
none is known in Britain, one of the finest has been found 
in Gaul at Saint-Paul-Les-Romans (Lavagne 1979, 269 
-90). Of the three scenes which equate with those shown 
on the British vessels, the Second Labour (No. 2, p 272), 
shows a back view of Hercules with his club raised over 
his back and the Hydra, one of the many-headed variety 
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in the classical tradition, rather than the poor, wraith-like 
creature held by Hercules in the sherd from Welney Fen 
(Fig. 3, 32a), although this version of the Labour has an 
early origin (Birchall and Corbett 1974, Fig. 20; Brom
mer 1986, 12). The Third Labour, with the Cerynitian 
Hind normally shows Hercules in the classical position 
of kneeling on the Hind while gripping the golden antlers 
with both hands, with the club loose to the left (Lavagne 
1979, 274, No. 4). This is at variance with the British 
example from Lincoln (Fig. 4, 31a), where Hercules is 
taking a flying leap onto the Hind, brandishing his club. 
The Sixth Labour shows Hercules and the Stymphalian 
birds, but here on the Saint-Paul-Les-Romans mosaic is 
only one bird which he holds by the throat with his left 
hand while raising his club with his right. The British 
scenes follow the more usual pattern with the use of his 
bow against the flock (Birchall and Corbett 1974, Fig. 
25). Hercules' final Labour brought him into association 
with the Underworld and he became a symbol of 
regeneration, and he appears, as a result, on sarcophagi, 
and mausolea. Another salvation scene, although not one 
of his Labours, occurs in the Chester collection. It depicts 
Hercules and Hesione tied to a rock, and the pose is not 
too dissimilar to that on a Nene valley pot published by 
Roach Smith (1857, pI XXIV, Fig. 5, 35; see above). 
The Chester stone probably came from a mausoleum, but 
it could also have been part of a fortress building, as at 
Corbridge where the chapel of the standards in the 
Legionary work-depot was decorated with the Labours 
(Richmond 1944, 171-2). All, however, that survives 
here is part of the Second, and the Lernean Hydra 
(phillips 1977, 3-4, PI. 2, 6), is represented only by a 
tentacle wrapped round the forearm; presumably Hercules 
is gripping the neck, while the club is raised above the 
head, as on the Welney Fen sherd. There are other stone 
fragments from Corbridge, perhaps from the same frieze, 
but they are too fragmentary for identification. An uni
nscribed altar found in the Housesteads civil settlement 
in 1934 (Birley and Keeney 1935,231-3) has fragments 
of three Labours, the First on the front, and what may 
be the Second on one side, and the Eleventh on the other. 
Unfortunately, the softness of the stone has caused 
serious erosion of the sculptures. Another appearance of 
Hercules is on a small votive slab found on a Roman site 
at Colerne, Wilts (MelIor 1959, 240-1, PI. 1; Cunliffe 
and Fulford 1982, PI. 27 and No. 105). This is a crude 
rendering of what has been identified as the Second 
Labour, but the creature is a snake with a single head 
on the ground in front of the hero, who is poised ready 
to use his club. A different version of the same scene is 
carved on the side of an altar at Whitley Castle (piggott 
1938, PI. 111), a fort to the south of Hadrian's Wall. 
This is also a very crude carving again identified as the 
Lernean Hydra, but there is only one head emerging from 
the tree and the other projecting objects are clearly apples. 
The snake is thus in the traditional position of being 

wound round the trunk of the tree, protecting the golden 
apples in the Garden of the Hesperides, clearly a classical 
version of the story of the Garden of Eden in Genesis.38 

Vulcan and the Smith God 

The Celts were supreme metal workers, especially in iron. 
Their products were in great demand by Roman artificers 
and soldiers. From the origins of the craft the smiths 
were extremely secretive and shrouded their techniques 
in mystique and magic.39 The craft was in itself a 
religious pruactice Hand it follows that there would have 
been a deity peculiar to them, but the name would have 
been highly secret and only uttered in closed rituals. The 
smiths were always organised in family and tight kin 
groups into which outsiders were never admitted, except 
by marriage and then the incomer was bound by strong 
oaths to secrecy. The Roman god of the forge was 
Vulcan, the Greek Hephaestus, a member of the 
Olympian family and his forges thought to be Mediter
ranean volcanoes. It was a great convenience for the 
Celtic smiths to be able to use VUlcan for any public 
occasion and to preserve the anonymity of their secret 
god. 

In identifying the gods in relief and on pottery it is 
impossible to be certain that they are intended to be of 
Vulcan or the secret Celtic god. But this would be of no 
consequence to the smiths for whom all Smith-Gods 
were their own special deity. One can put Vulcan's name 
to those figures in close association with other classical 
deities. 

The appearance of the god does not greatly vary, but 
he is elderly and bearded and wears a tunic which only 
covers one shoulder, leaving the right arm bare, a heavy 
leather apron is tied with leather thongs across the 
middle, the long ends of which drop from the side, on 
his feet are heavy boots or sandles. He is usually shown 
holding pair of long-handled tongs in his left hand or a 
heavy cross-pane hammer in his right over an anvil. The 
anvil does not, however appear and when it does it is 
occasionally fixed to a large wood table to enable the 
work to be done at a convenient height. The best 
representation of these features is in a painted sherd from 
Water Newton (Fig. 6, 48; Webster 1959. 94. PI. 
XXIVE). Only an arm and hand of the smith holding the 
tongs survives. in front of him is a large low table to 
which is fixed an anvil of trapezoidal section with the top 
larger than the base and an angle iron at the edge for 
forming angles in bars and detailed tooling. At the other 
edge of the sherd is part of the covering over the forge 
(Manning 1976. 6-7), and a trail of smoke rising 
upwards. 

One of the finest smith-gods is a bold relief on stone 
on a shrine from York and which has been erroneously 
classified as a tombstone (RCHM 1962. PI. 53. 96; 
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Manning 1976, PI. IV). He wears a tunic with the right 
shoulder bare and has a hammer in his right hand and a 
pair of tongs grasping a small piece of iron in his left, 
held over an anvil, only one edge of which is visible. 
His hair is piled up on top of his head to form a cone, 
but this may be a pointed cap. Such gods are normally 
bare-headed but a figure on the pottery sherd from 
Corbridge (Fig. 6, 49; Manning 1976, PI. Ill), is wearing 
a conical cap with a decorated lower edge. The presence 
of a cap leads to some confusion since Ian Richmond 
has identified a smith-god figure on another Corbridge 
sherd (Fig. 7, 50) as Dolichenus (Richmond 1943, 193, 
PI. X, G 1). This figure wields a hammer in his right hand, 
although Richmond saw it as a double axe. John Leach 
observed the traces of a pair of tongs in his left hand 
(Leach 1962, 36, 2). The tunic is fastened with a large 
penannular brooch on the shoulder and a broad belt 
probably held the apron. There are two other sherds 
belonging to this vessel and published with it (Richmond 
1943, PI. XC, 2-3), one shows a foot with a sandal and 
the other a pair of sandalled feet and what may be the 
base of an anvil, below which is a tablet bearing the 
name of the potter, Alletio; it seems unlikely that these 
feet, from the angle of the legs, suggesting movement, 
belong to the static figure wearing the pilleus. The 
feature, which led Richmond to his identification of the 
figure as Dolichenus, is the conical felt cap. This cap 
was of Greek origin and was known as the 
which translated into Latin became the pilleolum, but 
commonly known as the pilleus or pilleu. It was com
monly worn by artisans and also by Hephaestus and 
Vulcan. Although Richmond established from fragments 
of sculpture that a Dolichenum probably existed at 
Corbridge, it need not necessarily follow that the pottery 
figure represents the god. Dolichenus was a Hittite 
sky-god and became equated with Jupiter and was revered 
by Commodus. He was also a martial deity and a cult 
of his worship spread from the East among the higher 
ranks of the Roman army in the second century, follow
ing no doubt the lead of Commodus. While the presence 
of Dolichenus has been established at Corbridge, it would 
be difficult to understand his presence in the Nene Valley, 
from whence a small sherd from Durobrivae (Fig. 7, 51), 
shows a bearded man in a small conical cap with a 
decorated brim, he holds a tool or weapon aloft in his 
right hand, but only part of it is on the sherd and it is 
impossible to know exactly what it represents. One 
doubts the suggestion by Jocelyn Toynbee that it is a 
double axe (Webster 1959, 94, PI. XXIVA), and therefore 
Dolichenus. The short handle is more likely to point to 
it being a blacksmith's hammer. He has a bare torso and 
the straps over his shoulder and round his neck could be 
securing his leather apron. 

There are more smith-gods on pottery but they are 
very fragmentary except the fine Vulcan from Bannaventa 
on an indented beaker (Fig. 7, 58), which is described 
with the series of these vessels. Another representation 

of this god is on large vessel from the same site (Fig. 7, 
5540), in a cream fabric with a dark brown colour coat. 
The god has a bare torso and right arm holding aloft the 
hammer which is not on the sherd, the left hand has the 
pair of tongs from which a small oval billet has dropped. 
He wears the leather apron and on his feet are probably 
sandals but the details lack clarity. On this vessel there 
are also the lower part of a female holding a spindle, 
probably one of the Fates, and the winged booted foot 
of Mercury. These are three classicial deities and there 
were probably at least two others. Another smith, prob
ably Vulcan, appears on a large cream vessel from Ashton 
(Fig. 7, 5441), with the figures in low barbotine relief, 
details being picked out in dark bronze slip. All that 
survives of the god is his left forearm holding the tongs 
which grasp a rectangular billet of iron, and the corner 
of his apron. Another Ashton vessel (Fig. 7, 5342), in a 
cream red fabric and a dark brown colour coat with the 
figures painted in cream and dark brown slip, includes 
part of a smith-god with his left hand holding the tongs 
over an anvil, only the corner of which survives. His 
tunic appears to be split with a strip fastened over his 
left shoulder with a knot of which a loop drapes over his 
upper arm. The apron is also peculiar with four projecting 
thongs from the belt. The work of this rather eccentric 
potter appears on another Ashton sherd (Fig. 4, 28b43), 

in a reddish fabric with a grey core and a black colour
coat with figures painted in white slip with dark brown 
details, of which part of only one figure holding the 
unmistakeable caduceus of Mercury, who, however, is 
clothed, which is very unusual for this deity, in a belted 
tunic and what may have been intended for a cloak over 
his shoulder. 

An extremely crude version of a smith is on a Nene 
Valley sherd found near Chatteris, now in Wisbech 
Museum (Webster 1959, 93, Fig. 2), on a vessel with a 
dark brown colour-coat with the figure painted in white 
barbotine (Fig. 7, 52 and frontispiece, 2). The simplest 
explanation of this scene is that it shows two men 
working at an anvil, the one on the right is probably 
holding the iron billet on the anvil with a pair of tongs, 
while the smith is hammering it into shape, although it 
is difficult to discern the arm and the hand holding the 
hammer in the dribbles of barbotine. Images of the 
smith-gods show the wide range of techniques and skills 
practiced by the potters, although they appear to be 
almost entirely restricted to the Nene Valley and 
Corbridge. 

Another feature underlying the importance of the 
smith-god is seen in the vessels with crude applique 
versions of blacksmiths tools on large jars. These are 
fairly common and widespread. A group has been pub
lished from Malton (Fig. 7, 57a; Leach 1962, PI. VII; 
Hayes and Whitley 1950, PI. VIb), which include tongs 
with one handle shorter than the other, which appears to 
have been a normal feature (Curle 1911, PI. LXIII, 4; 
Rutter and Duke 1958, PI. lIc). Cross-pane hammers and 
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spoked wheels are usually associated with Tanaris, the 
sky, thunder and lightning god, who was closely linked 
with blacksmiths. A mould for making a figure of this 
god has been found at Corbridge (Fig. 7, 56; Toynbee 
1962). There are also examples from Malton and 
Elmswell (Corder 1940, 51, Fig. 3), of a strange feature 
consisting of a pair of hands and part of a forearm (Fig. 
7, 57c), as if it is clutching the pot itself. The character 
of the applique work suggests a connection with the 
smiths and certainly at Elmswell a large area of iron 
smithing has been recorded (ibid., 29-30). Another exam
ple of the smiths' tools is on the so-called 'Smith's Vase' 
from Colchester (May 1930, 146-7, Fig. 3), which 
depicts a pair of tongs, a hammer and an anvil. A 
fragment of a jar from Chester-le-Street has three tools, 
a small pair of tongs, and axe-like hammer and a triangle 
frame, one side slightly curved. The last of these items 
is puzzling. Professor Hawkes suggested it may have 
been a frame from a plumbline (Hawkes 1929, 157-8, 
Fig. 1). A small sherd with a pair of tongs in applique 
has been found at Wroxeter (Fig. 7, 57b). 

A winged figure 

A remarkable figure is depicted on a large vessel from 
Ashton, near Oundle, Northants (Fig. 8, 64). It is a male 
with a pair of wings from each shoulder wearing a 
triangular loin-cloth (subligaculum), the right hand is 
holding a large leaf-shaped object. The only Roman 
winged deity was Cupid, but he is normally portrayed 
as a chubby infant, as on the clay mould in the Museum 
of London (Toynbee 1964, 403, PI. XCd), and the bronze 
figure from Cirencester which is probably an import 
(Jones 1917-18, 202-3, PI. 12; Toynbee 1962, 130-1, 
PI. 52, 13). The Ashton figure more closely resembles 
the Greek Eros who was the lover of Psyche: an athletic 
youth who used a whip to inspire passion. This may 
account for the object he is holding and which has been 
misinterpreted by the potter. But it is very strange that 
the Greek image of the God should have been available 
to a potter in the Nene Valley. Cupids are sometimes 
seem on wall paintings as craftsmen, as in the house of 
the Vettii at Pompeii, and this included blacksmithing. 
Dr Martin Henig has suggested to me that as a smith-god 
is shown on the same vessel (Fig. 7, 54), Eros could be 
acting as his assistant and this would explain his wearing 
of the subligaculum, especially if it was of leather -an 
ingenious, but not entirely satisfactory explanation. 

There is a possible cupid figure on a sherd from 
Verulamium44, in a cream ware with a light chocolate 
colour-coat. It is a youthful naked male moving toward 
the left wearing only a flowing cloak (Fig. 8, 65). 

The Indented Beakers with Deities 

This class of vessel with classical deities has four or 
more oval indents, into which the moulded figures have 
been placed, and it appears to have been a Romano-

British development to fill the spaces with deities in paint 
or barbotine. The Rhineland Gottervasen are globular 
beakers with busts of painted or barbotine deities in 
circular wreaths (Kriiger 1926, Abb. 3a and 8d). The 
British vessels vary greatly in quality and were made at 
several factories. The finest are illustrated by a group 
which includes two beakers found at Great Chesterford, 
illustrated by Roach Smith (1857, 81-2), one, in the 
Braybrooke Coll, at the Downing St Museum, 
Cambridge, is in a cream ware with a very deep dark 
brown colour -coat45 , with well-moulded figures. Minerva 
is identified by her shield (Fig. 8, 59b), and Mercury by 
his caduceus and winged feet, but only the lower half 
survives (Fig. 8, 59a). The figures are separated by a 
fluted column supporting round arches decorated with 
oval pellets. Also at Cambridge there is another sherd 
which may belong to this vessel which depicts the head 
of a deity with a radiate crown, very similar to the figure 
of Apollo on the Richborough beaker (Fig. 8, 61a-b), and 
with the right hand raised (Frontispiece 346) described 
below. A surviving beaker depicts, on the Roach Smith 
illustration, Mars with spear and shield and Jupiter with 
his fulmen and staff or sceptre (Fig. 8, 59c; Going 1981, 
Fig. 18.3a). This is a different vessel from the one at 
Cambridge since the column and arches separating the 
figures are thin and undecorated. 

Probably fom the same factory is a sherd from 
Lothbury, London, found in 1865 (Fig. 8, 60; WaIters 
1908, 397-8, Fig. 243, M2483). The figure is well 
moulded and has fine detail, and although it is undoubt
edly male, it has well rounded breasts. The only garment 
is a decorated cloak over the right arm, a staff or spear 
is held in the right hand and his left is resting on an 
object resembling a shield, if so, it could have been 
intended for Mars, although the figure is more suggestive 
of Bacchus. The columns each side of the niche are 
carefully decorated. 

Another single sherd, but of slightly inferior quality 
found at Bannaventa47 , shows a single figure in an 
indentation with part of the decorated centre of the arch 
over the centre of the recess (Fig. 7, 58). The god is 
elderly and bearded and is wearing a tunic with a leather 
apron. He is holding an object in his right hand which 
is not immediately identifiable. It appears to be complete 
and not part of a pair of tongs. A possibility is that it is 
especially shaped for holding an iron bar or the anvil for 
forming an angle. The heavy leather apron with the ends 
of attachment thongs, clearly identifies him as Vulcan, 
the classical smith-god. The figure is well-modelled, but 
the details coarse in comparison with the others described 
above. All that survives of another figure is a shod foot. 

Similar beakers, but of much inferior quality, have 
been found at Richborough and Aylesford, Kent; 
Wantage, Oxon; and Catsgore, Somerset. The first of 
these from Richborough (Bushe-Fox 1932, 185-6, PI. 
XLIII48) , was found in a pit which also produced coins 
of the end of the 4th century. It consists of six sherds of 
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a beaker in a fine grey ware with darker grey polish with 
moulded figures in the indents and greyish white slip 
decoration on the arcade between indents (Fig. 8, 61a-<:). 
The fabric of this vessel is so different from the others 
that there is a possibility that it has been subject to heat. 
This appears to be confirmed by the greyish tint of the 
white slip. There are parts of five figures, including three 
male and one female deities. Two are very similar and 
appear to be male. They are distinguished by radiate 
crowns and and high-waisted tunics, identifying the deity 
as Apollo (Fig. 8, 61a-b). The right hand is held aloft, 
although the indications are very faint. The left hand 
holds a whip, which Apollo used as the charioteer. The 
other male figure has the outline of the head and parts 
of the hair, although from the photographs they appear 
to be elements of the face. 

He had a thick double belt above what would appear 
to be a leather apron and his legs appear to be bare, as 
the fragments of the arms are broken and any objects 
held in either hand are missing, the deity is probably 
Vulcan (Fig. 8, 61c). Of the fourth figure (Fig. 8, 61d), 
there are only fragments in the edge of the indent and 
they may indicate a seated figure in a niche with a 
triangular top. The only indication of a fifth figure is the 
top of an gobject with a knobbed end. This joining sherd 
is not included in the Bushe-Fox report. It is only possible 
to make a tentative suggestion that it is part of an eastern 
bow, and if this is the case, the figure could be that of 
Hercules or Attis. An interesting feature of the vessel is 
the name stamped vertically on one of the ribs (Fig. 8, 
61e). This has been read as OGMIA and identified as 
Ogmios, the Celtic name for Hercules (Lucianus, 
Herakles i); but it is more likely to be the name of the 
potter and Dr Roger Tomlin has suggested it could read 
VICANO, retrograde reading for Vicanus. A tombstone 
from Cirencester was set up by Publia Vicana (RIB 111), 
and the same name is found on another tombstone from 
Ligurum Baebianorum (ILS 6510). Of the beaker from 
Aylesford, there are only two sherds in a red ware with 
a dark red colour-coat (pirie 1958, 211-2, Fig. 449). The 
figure in the indent is a nude goddess with long tresses 
of hair and she may have been holding a mirror in her 
right hand, most probably Venus; there is also a moulded 
stamp of which only three letters remain and which 
appears to read .. SVS, retrograde, which could be part 
of the name of the potter (Fig. 8, 62). The Wantage 
sherds, in a similar fabric, depict one complete figure and 
the legs and part of the cloak of another (Fig. 8, 63b), 
that of Mercury wearing a cloak and holding a caduceus 
in his left hand, and what is probably a purse in his right 
(Fig. 8, 63a and frontispiece 4; The Ashmolean 1984, 3). 

There are several features which link some of these 
vessels. One of these is a strange feature on the chest in 
white slip on one of the Richborough figures, it is across 
the body under the armpits in the shape of two curves, 
each joining to form a central point, but on the Aylesford 
Venus it is smaller and has the appearance of an ar-

row head pomtmg upwards. The figure on the better 
quality Lothbury sherd has this feature in the shape of a 
pair of curved strips under the breasts. 

Some of these indented beakers were produced in the 
Oxfordshire factories (Young 1977, Fig. 55, Type C21). 
These vessels are smaller than the others and have a large 
rim diameter, but the figures are as crude as those from 
Richborough. That from Catsgore, Somerset (Ellis 1979, 
26--7, Fig. 11a50), has a thick rim, turning outwards, like 
that of a jar. It is in a sandy micaceous reddish-brown 
ware with a red colour coat, which only survives on the 
interior. On the rib between the indents where there are 
decorated columns on the vessels described above, there 
is a vertical line of demi-rosette stamps typical of the 
Oxfordshire wares, which appear to continue over the top 
to form the arch. Only fragments of these figures survive 
and they include a head with a radiate crown, very similar 
to the Richborough and Cambridge figures and wearing 
a similar pleated tunic. There is also part of a vertical 
line of four or five letters of a moulded stamp which has 
yet to be deciphered. Another beaker has been found at 
the Romano-British settlement at Wycombe, Glos (Rawes 
1980,43, Fig. 11, 1, PI. 111d51 ), but there are only two 
fragments of figures, one is in profile with a very crudely 
moulded head, from the hair style it may be intended to 
be female; of the other figure there is only the raised arm. 

Another sherd from an indented beaker has been 
published by Professor Toynbee from Betchworth, near 
Dorking, Surrey (Toynbee 1964,403, PI. 24b, and 1959, 
160-1, PI. XCIt>52). It is a very crude applique piece on 
a 'coarse dark grey jar' and the figure has been identified 
by her as Jupiter holding afulmen in one hand and a staff 
in the other. There are what appear to be a pair of acorns 
near his head. 

Problem figures and other possible deities 

It is inevitable that in a large collection of figures and 
scenes on these vessels, there will be some which defy 
interpretation. The most enigmatic are four non-joining 
sherds from the excavations at Plants Farm, Maxey, 
Cambs by Gavin Simpson in 1964 (Fig. 9, 71a-c53). The 
vessel is a cornice-rimmed beaker circa 10 cm in diam
eter, in a cream ware with a dark chocolate brown 
colour-coat externally and full red internally. The figures 
have been formed in thick barbotine. One is evidently 
female (a), with a mis-placed breast. She holds a staff 
and a garland, not dissilimar to the caduceus of Mercury. 
A second sherd (b) is difficult to interpret; a figure seems 
to be holding an animal skin in his hand, which could 
be intended for the skin of the Nemean Lion, won by 
Hercules. There is also a sleeve-buckler the design of 
which is based on the Greek pelta but this may be worn 
by another figure as there is also part of a leg with the 
protective binding worn by the bestiarii. The third sherd 
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(c), is even more strange. There is a slanting staff or spear 
held by a hand with part of the arm, and it seems to be 
driven into a creature on the ground, but only the head 
of this is on the sherd, and it is difficult to know whether 
it faced down or up; one can imagine an eye or ear and 
possibly a mouth. It can only be tentatively suggested 
as Hercules slaying the Lernean Hydra by forcing a hot 
iron into the root of the head. On the basis of this 
surmise, one could postulate that the second sherd may 
be a garbled version of the Ninth Labour, when Hercules 
seized the girdle of the Queen of the Amazons, but these 
ideas are too fanciful to be included in the undoubted 
Hercules scenes, and they appear to be without parallels. 

A figure on a sherd from Water Newton in the British 
Museum is from a large vessel in a cream, slightly pink 
ware with a milk-chocolate colour-coat (Fig. 9, 74; 
WaIters 1908, Fig. 243, M2486). The figure has been 
applied from a mould and there are finger press marks 
on the inner surface of the vessel. It is a nude figure but 
for a cloak and a belt with a large oval shield holding a 
large headed spear. There are figures with spears and 
shields on late samian but the shields are usually smaller 
and round (Dechelette 1904, Nos. 130-42), and shields 
are rarely in venatio scenes.54 There is, however, a nude 
figure with a spear in a venatio scene on the decorated 
samian made at Colchester (Hull 1963, Figs. 34, 1, 4; 
36,3; 39, 11). Another sherd in the British Museum, from 
Lincoln (Fig. 9, 73), of a cream ware with a metallic 
dark brown colour-coat shows the head in profile of a 
bearded elderly male with hair in thin wavy strips 
(Walters 1908, Fig. 243, M2486). He could be a smith
god. 

Apart from the indented beakers with deities, the 
Oxfordshire potters produced very crude figures (Young 
1977, Fig. 71, Type 0.15.1). The vessel is described as 
an ovoid jar with a cornice rim and internal lid seating, 
and the figures are in a white barbotine. One is standing 
and wearing a garment (Fig. 9, 75a), the other is riding 
a very large horse and holding a spear (Fig. 9, 75b). 
Riders are very rare on British vessels although they 
appear commonly on samian. But human figures are not 
often found on British Hunt-Cups and only Colchester 
appears to have included them (Hull 1963, Figs. 51, 4; 
53, 8). One would have imagined that mounted men 
would be used in the venationes but they probably had 
a secondary function as does the picador in the Spanish 
corrida. 

A mounted figure appears in a totally different context 
from Kelvedon, Essex, in a 'hard well-fired fine grey 
ware with a smooth black burnished surface' (Rodwell 
1973, 265-6, Fig. 1, PI. XXIXA55). Around the bowl 
below the rim is a series of square stamped impressions 
and of the surviving fragments of nine dies, seven are 
different, but only one is complete (Fig. 3, 76). This 
shows a mounted man with a small hexagonal shield and 
a long shaft with a hook at the end, the man is clothed 
and has a strange hair style which is rkepresented in die 

'c'. This strange vessel does not fit into the pattern of the 
figured vessels described above and the context of the 
discovery is first century. The only parallel is a row of 
stamps, all from the same die, on the shoulder of a jar 
from Lincoln, in a 'hard very fine fabric with a black 
core - and a black highly polished surface' (Darling 
1984, 78, Fig. 22, 5). Unfortunately, the surviving three 
stamps show only a pair of legs of a standing figure (Fig. 
9, 79). The tradition of relief figures formed by moulds 
or dies may have lingered in Essex, since there are 
burnished jars decorated with animals from Chelmsford 
and other sites, said to have been made at Much and 
Little Hadham, Herts (Drury 1972, 19, Fig. 5; Rodwell 
1976, 242, PI. 1). 

A sherd from the Peterborough Museum appears to 
depict a man with a stick wearing an antler head-dress, 
but there is not enough of the sherd for this to be certain 
(Fig. 9, 72). If this is a possible interpretation it could 
match the scene on the Colchester vessel described above 
(Fig. 3,23), showing men with animal masks in a wood. 
Another strange figure in the same Museum from the 
Wyman Abbott Collection has already been published, 
although no interpretation was offered (Fig. 9, 77; Web
ster 1959, 93, Fig. 1). This was on a large vessel in a 
cream ware with a light brown surface and the figures 
are painted in light and dark amber brown and details 
added with a fine point making thin incisions and small 
dots. The pleated nether garment on the figure may 
represent the heavy leather apron of the blacksmith. He 
wears a pair of boots with projecting thongs, as does the 
figure below. Blacksmiths certainly need heavy protective 
footwear and this may represent leather boots covering 
part of the leg. Similar boots are worn by another figure 
on a sherd found in the Water Newton excavations of 
1958 (Fig. 8,67; ibid., 94, PI. XXV,S), on a vessel with 
a black colour-coat with the figure in a white slip with 
light red paint very finely added on it to the swirl of 
drapery on the right. The lower part of the object to the 
figure's right could be the base of an anvil table and 
forge, but this remains speculative. Another odd feature 
is the cap on a pole, it is more like the Phrygian or 
Eastern cap than the pileus of the craftsman, although it 
is pointed and does not have a curved top. 

An enigmatic sherd found during the excavations at 
Sawtry has also been published (Webster 1966, 338-9, 
PI. LXVII). It is a white ware with a black colour coat 
with the figure in white slip, with details picked out in 
red. It is part of a bearded figure with a helmet (Fig. 8, 
68), wearing a garment fastened with a large penannular 
brooch with the other fasteners on the left side, curved 
bands of paint indicate the edge of his cloak or tunic, or 
both and some 'piping' over his shoulder. To his left is 
a hunting-spear with its typical cross-bar but it is possibly 
held by another figure to his left. The costume is very 
unusual but it could be part of a venatio scene, rather 
than representing a deity. 
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The vessel from Stanwick, Northants, which produced 
the satyr (Fig. 6, 44), also had, on a non-joining sherd, 
a figure with a trident which could be a retiarius, but he 
has a peculiar large ear and a strange a spiky hair style 
(Fig. 8, 66). These figures are reminiscent of some of the 
Bacchic fauns and Pan-like figures but the trident does 
not appear in the scenes of this cult, so the possibility 
that the figure is a retiarius who was so often without 
protective equipment (cfDechelette 1904, 102, Nos. 619, 
621-2). 

A pottery mould from a Nene Valley kiln at Stib
bington-cum-Sibson has an archer drawing his bow (Fig. 
8, 69; JRS 48, 1958, PI. XX, Fig. 4; Toynbee 1964, 402, 
PI. XCa-b); Professor Toynbee has suggested that it 
could be Hercules attacking the Stymphalian birds and 
the figure is rather massive, but he is wearing high boots 
with projecting lappets, an unusual feature with this hero. 

Another pottery mould was found on the site of a 
Roman building at Kettering in 1938 (Fig. 8, 70; Hawkes 
1940, 497-9, PI. XCI; Toynbee 1964, 402; B.M. Guide 
1951, 79, Fig. 40, 7). It shows a long haired nude figure 
holding aloft what looks like a hockey stick. A large ball 
is held in the left hand and another in the crook of his 
elbow, while a third seems to be in the air below his 
other hand. The stick could be a lagobolon used for 
catching hares with the balls rolled along the ground to 
distract them, but Professor Hawkes in his note on the 
discovery suggests the mould represents a kind of Celtic 
hurley played at seasonal festivals. This was a common 
practice among the youths and it has survived in Ireland 
as a popular sport. The Celtic hero Cu Chulainn, like 
other young Celts, had to pass an initiative test to gain 
manhood status by showing dexterity with his hurley
stick. According to the saga, he went to play with the big 
boys when he was much younger and he was attacked 
by 150 youths who threw their sticks at him, and he 
managed to ward them off with his own silver stick 
(O'Rahilly 1970, 159). Later he had to undertake a series 
of ordeals, armed only with his stick, and he even 
succeded in cutting off the head of a monster with it and 
then. driving it across the ground as if it was a hurley ball. 

Fmally, perhaps mention would be made of the 
moulded wares from North Wiltshire which have been 
described as imitation samian (Anderson 1978 and 1979' 
Cunnington 1942, 219-2056). This may be true of th~ 
basic vessel forms, but it is difficult to match the figures 
and decorative features with those on samian, except in 
general terms. Some have a strange wildness which could 
be interpreted as having a celtic influence. They are worth 
a detailed study; and there is also a need to search for 
the production centres. The largest sherd includes an 
outline figure which may represent an archer; another is 
ithyphallic (Fig. 9, 78a), while the legs of an animal 
appear to have been turned into snakes. Another has a 
trifid tail reminiscent of the horses on Dobunnic coins 
(Mack 1953, Nos. 376, 380, 382, 386-95). A second 
sherd (Fig. 9, 78b) has an outline figure which it is 

impossible to identify; and the smallest sherd (Fig. 9, 
78c), included a wheel in the rather muddled decoration. 

Conclusion 

Images are of great importance to people of illiterate 
societies since they think in these terms instead of in 
words and sentences, as do fully literate people. The 
people of Roman Britain totally accepted the presence 
of the spirits, gods, and goddesses all constantly around 
them. The deities were so much part of their everyday 
lives that the Britons, who formed the majority of the 
population, accepted the images as enhancing the power 
of the drink in the beakers. 

There was a widespread belief that intoxication was a 
state of being posessed by a god and this concept was 
the basis of the worship of Dionysus, the Roman Bac
chus, and which became popular in the late Empire. The 
mental and emotional attitudes of the British Celts 
~oward~ such matters by the mid-second century are 
ImpOSSIble to gauge and may have been as ambivalent 
a~ those of modern men and women towards religious 
pIctures and figurines in the home, and accepted as 
offering some degree of am uletic protection according 
to the strength of the personal belief. In a state of such 
uncertainty, at least it can be postulated that these scenes 
on pottery could hardly have been invented by the potters 
~nd. must represe~t, in a very crude and possibly imag
matIve form, a pIctorial account of rituals performed in 
public places and with which everyone was familiar. 
Added to these are the scenes echoing an interest in the 
hunt and gladiatorial combat as well as the fun and 
licence following the seasonal festivals. 

The purchasers and users of the figured vessssels would 
have certainly recognised and enjoyed the scenes which 
the potters, with varying skills, attempted to depict in 
ba:botine and paint. It is hoped that this paper extends 
thIS knowledge and enjoyment to modem-day scholars. 

Notes 

1 Also on a jar from Garden Hill. East Sussex (information 
kindly supplied by Dr. R. Pollard); a beaker from 
Piercebridge (information from Mrs. G. Braithwaite) and 
a handled jar from Richborough (Cunliffe 1968, 107, pI. 
C, 246). The Richborough text notes other examples from 
Cirencester and Lullingstone. 

2 The Cologne vessels differ from those of Romano-British 
manufacture in the nature of the colour-coat and the motifs 
used. 

3 The word became subligar by the 1st century AD and was 
used by Martial in Epigram 87 addressing Chione:
'Rumour has it that you have never had any affairs with 
men and that ~our body is pure. Yet you bathe partly 
covered by leavrng your pudenda exposed; if you have any 
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modesty pull your knickers over your face (transfer sub
ligar infaciem)'. 

4 The helmet demonstrates the copying of late samian ware 
figures on which similar ribbons are also found (eg F5lzer 
1915, 514, Taf. XXIX). The treatment of the columns may 
be intended to copy the scroll decoration on flat columns 
(cf Dechelette 1904, 182-3, Figs. i and j) since very few 
have actual garlands (but see ibid. no. 1092). 

5 Site ref. A125 P3474. 
6 RIB 1041 is an altar found on Bollihope Common, Co. 

Durham, erected by a praefectus of the Ala Sebosianna to 
Silvanus to give thanks for the taking of wild boar of 
remarkable quality, which many others before him had 
failed to accomplish (ob aprum eximiae formae captum 
quem multi antecersores eius praedari non potuerunt). 

7 Site ref. DD149 Ll054. 
8 Originally published in Das Mutterrecht eine Untersuchung 

aber die Gynaikokratie der alten Welt nach ihrer religiosen 
und rechtlichen Natur (1861). 

9 From the generally strange anatomical details it seems 
certain that the potters had never seen a dolphin. It is 
possible that, as with the sarnian ware potters, a repertoire 
of figure types was used with no regard for any meaning 
or relationship. 

10 Waiters (1908) Fig. 245, 2485 omits the horses hooves. A 
sherd from Verulamium shows an arm of an auriga (Frere 
1984, Fig. 84, 2024). 

11 From the Balkerne Lane excavations 1973-6; Site ref. BKC 
75 1183 P1066, and Middleborough 1973; Site ref. A1877 
PI079. 

12 Originally the 'ball' may have been the head of a sacrificial 
victim. 

13 Site ref. Ll398. 
14 1986 Excavations. Information from Dr. S. Greep. 
15 The small fragment (Hull 1963, Fig. 51, 7) shows a phallus 

with a halter as if being ridden or driven. 
16 I am grateful to M. Howe and Mrs. L. Meadows for 

permission to use the drawing of the Horsey Toll vessel. 
17 Accession number Z30141. I am grateful to Miss Mary 

Cra'ster for allowing me to draw and publish this vessel. 
18 Site ref. F5027 R53 615. 
19 De Bello Gallico VII, 17. 
20 Site ref. GP71 259. 
21 Accession number 53.1536. 
22 Found at Harvey Lane in 1911 and in the Spurway 

Collection, No. 258. 
23 1953 excavation. No. 7, 1. Small Find 1110. 
24 Another example of this god on a votive leaf has been 

found at the Kingsholm, Gloucester site. (Pre-publication 
infromation from P. Garrod). 

25 I am grateful to Dr. S. West and Miss J. Plouviez for 
showing me the sherds and permission to use their illustra
tion of them. 

26 Excavated by D. Neal, who I thank for permission to 
publish this sherd in advance of his report. (Site ref. 291. 
8081). 

27 I am grateful to the Northamptonshire County Archaeolog
ical Unit for permission to publish this sherd in advance 
of the report. 

28 In the Knipe Collection at the Cambridge Museum of 
Archaeology and Anthropology. 

29 Site ref. 82319 54508a 
30 It was this association with the Underworld which made 

him a regenerative or salvation hero, and as such, he 
appears on mausolea (Wright and Richmond 1955,51, PI. 
XXXV and No. 138) and sarcophagi (Koch and 
Siehtermann 1982, 31-50, Taf. 48-54). His popularity 
extends to portrayal on mosaic pavements (Lavagne 1979), 
gem stones (Henig 1974, Nos. 427-38) and metalwork 
(Toynbee 1964, 304; Toynbee and Painter 1986, PI. XVIa; 
Walters 1921, Fig. 51, 191; and Boon and Zienkiewicz 
1980, 157-66). 

31 I am grateful to Dr. R. Symonds for details of this and 
other Colchester sherds. 

32 I am grateful to Miss M. Darling for a drawing of this 
vessel by Miss D. Derbyshire and the other Lincoln figured 
vessels. 

33 I extend my thanks to David Neal and Mrs. Y. Parminter 
for allowing me to see and draw this sherd and to Dr. M. 
Henig for suggesting the identification. (Site ref. 291. 8211 
12848). 

34 Verularnium A Building 1. 
35 First: Stanfield and Simpson 1958, PI. 40, 467-8; PI. 74, 

11-12; PI. 75, 19; Oswald 1937, 795-7. Second: ibid PI. 
36, 421; PI. 40, 468, 474; and ibid 785, 787a and 788? 
Fourth: ibid 789-90. Eleventh: ibid PI. 88, 1; and ibid 
784, 786 and 787? 

36 It is unfortunate that the illustrations are so poor. 
37 RIC 109-11, 119-23, 132, 134-5, 139-40. 
38 Another relief from Whitley Castle (Piggott 1938, PI. IT), 

also identified as the Hydra, in fact shows the infant 
Hercules strangling two snakes in each hand (cf Birchall 
and Corbett 1974, Fig. 18). 

39 In Irish legend his name was Goibhniu (in Welsh Gudfan
non), but this was merely the word 'smith'. Goibhniu was 
a great craftsman/hero-warrior who forged magic weapons. 
(MacCann 1970, 35-7). 

40 Site ref. 70 82. 
41 Site ref. 70 82. 
42 Site ref. 74 A+. 
43 Site ref. 17671. 
44 Ref. A Building 1. A mould of a figure of Cupid in a 

canopied niche said to have been found in London 
(Toynbee 1964,403 and PI. XCd) has been shown to have 
come from Xanten (Cook 1971). 

45 I am grateful to Mis Mary Cra'ster for allowing me to 
examine and draw these sherds. 

46 Accession number Z23371. 
47 Rescue excavations directed by S.Taylor. I am grateful to 

Miss E. MacRobert for sending me the information and 
allowing me to draw the sherd. Ref. Bannaventa 70 71. 

48 My thanks go to Dr. C. Young and A. Musty for obtaining 
these sherds and for allowing me to examine and draw 
them. 

49 I am grateful to Dr. A. Detsicas for fmding these sherds 
in the Maidstone Museum and allowing me to examine 
them. 

50 Unfortunately these sherds are not with the rest of the site 
pottery in Taunton Museum. I was unable to trace their 
present whereabouts and to examine and draw them. 

51 The second sherd is shown on its side and needs to be 
turned clockwise through forty-five degrees. 
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52 I am grateful to Joanna Bird for examining this sherd for 
me and for informing me that there is a definite indent 
which does not appear on the published photograph 
(Toynbee 1959, PI. XClb). 

53 I am grateful to D. Gurney for drawing my attention to 
them. It is No. 84 in the forthcoming report. 

54 A gladiator and a lion face each other on (Dechelette 1904) 
No. 609a, but here the shield is the rectangular sculum. 

55 I am grateful to Dr. W. Rodwell for allowing me to 
reproduce his drawing. 

56 Drawn independently by the author in the Devizes Museum 
from the Stourhead Collection. My thanks to Dr. P. 
Robinson for the facilities for examining and drawing these 
sherds. 
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